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About Us
We are a group of the young! Chinese Business Association (CBA) was established at the
beginning of 2010. So far, we already have a huge member base and more than two thousand
attendees to our events!

We are a group of the innovative people! CBA is a society particularly established for the
potential Asian business elites. We aim to provide the environment and platform for business
elites to learn, network and striv!

We are a group of the professionals. A series of unprecedented events and activities has been
offered in the past and more is to come! We also invite professionals and celebrities of the
business world to guide and mentor you on all areas of life!

We are a group of people full of passion! We organize fun parties and events, aiming to
facilitate a diverse platform for you to meet friends! We know network equals success, and we
provide just the right platform for you to network and meet friends for life!

We are a group of the fun! Let us sparkle our youthful energy and charms via the adventures
together and fulfill our rosy life orientation. We play games, do sports, parties and alot more
other fun activities to sparkle our energy and leave unforgettable memories for our university
life!

We are a family together! CBA is a big family and we treat each members as important as our
family members. Here is your turf! Let us build this big family together to be our overseas
belonging!!!
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The "CBA" Advantage
The team behind CBA knows what it takes to ensure quality services. We aim to establish long
term relationship with business stakeholders in the society and network based on trust,
commitment and integrity.
CBA Guarantees
We do our best to ensure that you will be satisfied with our events, and plan heavily demanded
events by our members. 75% of our members are referred by existing members, and the
reason is simple – our competitiveness is unmatchable!
Have any questions?
Feel free to contact us for assistance;

Email: info@cba.org.au
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